data loading
-----
FTK objects from Gould are creating objects - indexing properly - binary streams and display derivatives. next step is for Bess to work on the disk image work for Gould next.
Tom L. to work off of Hypatia code fork - fix EAD exploder
Michael to tap Tom L. to help with Hull EAD to reduce redundant entries. waiting to hear from Simon first.

new deadline info
-----
end of Oct instead of end of Sept

new feature info
-----
yes edit
yes drag n drop sets
collection blurbs and photos
--------------
written outside of EAD
xanadu: scope & content note
UVa: hand written

written for home page whitespace
collection view page

Naomi will add blurbs to coll objects
Naomi will add Peter's collection objects with these blurbs to hypat-test

collection objects in hypat-demo

search results:
-----
use fields/columns based on what's there
will schedule meeting with Peter / Glynn to look at search results for collection and item
Gretchen will take another look at search results feedback from DAs.

facets chosen:
-----
Gretchen will get back to Naomi on this based on mockup

view metadata divided into "descriptive" and "technical" metadata pieces
-----
Gretchen will get back to Naomi with this info

views
-----
Naomi will add fields to the display per Gretchen's doc sent in on Friday
- will create fixtures with all these fields
- can we get metadata from collection objects in the item views

edit / submission workflow
---------
Jessie will take a crack at initial implementation
- initially grouped into "descriptive" or "technical" fields
- plus "permissions"

Jessie will work with Gretchen's list o' fields

intermed sets
-----
Tom L. needs to load some data with these before we figure out what else we need to do

raw data available to all rails instances
space for fedora objects and solr
-----
Naomi will talk to Sandy about how to best do this. 70G is the amount on sul-brick